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2030 Digital Compass (March 2021)
Skills
ICT Specialists: 20 million + Gender convergence
Basic Digital Skills: min 80% of population

Infrastructures
Connectivity: Gigabit for everyone, 5G in all populated areas
Cutting edge Semiconductors: double EU share in global
production
Data – Edge & Cloud: 10,000 climate neutral highly
secure edge nodes
Computing: first computer with quantum acceleration

Public Services
Key Public Services: 100% online
e-Health: 100% availability medical records
Digital Identity: 80% citizens using digital ID

Business
Tech up-take: 75% of EU companies using Cloud/AI/Big Data
Innovators: grow scale ups & finance to double EU Unicorns
Late adopters: more than 90% of European SMEs reach at least a basic level of digital intensity

The Path to the Digital Decade policy programme (Sept 2021)
VALUES

TARGETS

2030
Destination
In a nutshell, focus on:
• People
• Society
• Sovereignty/leadership
/economy
• Greening

GOVERNANCE MECHANISM
Annual report,
recommendation, peer
review, Digital Decade Bord

MULTI COUNTRIES PROJECTS
agility to invest together in
digital infrastructures (EDIC)

2030 Digital COMPASS Communication (March
2021)

Action

Vision

Preparatory work timetable

14 July 2022
Political
agreement
on DDPP

21 Nov

June

First meeting of the
Digital Decade Board
to discuss KPIs,
Guidance, trajectories

First annual report on the
State of the Digital Decade,
with EU trajectories

January / February
KPIs, Guidance, First
EDICs

DDPP:

February / March

September

Mid December
publication

IT tool finalised

National Roadmaps,
MS commitments,
national trajectories,
Investments, MCPs

Early January entry into
force

Data collected for
each targets

Collect analysis, facts, monitoring, Eurobarometers, to feed the annual report e.g. progress towards
objectives and targets

Connectivity is essential for EU’s leadership in the digital transition

• New Gigabit and 5G targets highlight the universal character of gigabit and 5G connectivity.
• Connectivity as an essential vehicle to boost innovation, via digital transformation of verticals …
• …. But also to inject new dynamics into the whole digital value chain:
• Reinforce supply : stimulate adoption o chips made in EU, pursue strategic autonomy of the Union.

• Opportunity for Telcos: stimulate new business models, beyond consumer centric
• Cyber-secure and resilient cross-border and trans-continental connectivity
• Capillary connectivity also to ensure that the benefits of the digital transition are propagated to the green
transition and vice versa.

How to accelerate the deployment of gigabit and 5G networks in EU?
• Boost Investment in Gigabit and 5g
• Multitude of programmes (e.g..: CEF, RRF, ERDF,…)
• New implementing modes
• Update State Aid Framework
• New Broadband State Aid Guidelines
• General Block Exemption Regulation
• Further simplify the regulatory framework and facilitate cost reduction
• Review of the Broadband Cost Reduction Directive (BCRD)

• Further develop spectrum policies
• Involve al key actors in the planning and execution of investments
• Operators (offer), users (OTTs) and end users (demand)
• Engage with local and regional public services and administrations (BCO)

Funding connectivity: a wide set of programmes and
implementing modes
Connectivity in MFF 2021-27

Connectivity targets & funding gaps
❑ €114bln to complete coverage of FTTP (of which €40bln in public funding).

CEF– Digital
(€2 billion)

InvestEU

ERDF

❑ 5G FWA reduce gap to around €108bln and €29bln in public subsidies if
most rural households are 5G FWA covered
❑ €33.5bln for “full 5G service” (additional base stations and small cells)
❑ Total: €148bln of total investment (of which €43bln in public subsidies).
❑ €120bln in total investment, (of which €33bln in subsidies) if full 5G & FTTP
deployment are coordinated.

❑ €26bln in investment necessary for full coverage of transport paths
Investment Modes (e.g. Grants, Blending, Financial Instruments,…)

EAFRD

NDICI-Global Europe
Next Generation EU
Recovery and Resilience Facility
11% of digital investments in the RRPs
(approximately €13 billion out of a total of
€117 billion), are dedicated to connectivity!

MS own
investments

Private investments

Connecting Europe Facility - CEF DIGITAL

Actions supporting 5G
infrastructure deployments
5G corridors along transport paths

Actions supporting pan-EU
backbone infrastructures
Connectivity for Digital Global
Gateways
Pan-European cloud
federation

5G for Smart Communities

Quantum Communication
Infrastructure
Terabit connectivity for HPC
Operational Digital Platforms

The 5G “continuum“
Large-scale 5G deployments
Major transport paths

Local 5G systems
Urban areas

Rural areas
Geographical continuum:
From main corridors and cities to
local communities and villages

Cloud Edge
infrastructure
Connected objects
and devices (IoT)

Technological continuum:
Application-driven vertical
integration, stimulus to EU
digital supply chain

5G deployment and take up (bundling connectivity to applications via cloud-to-edge/data/IoT)

5G connectivity for Smart Communities
Application-pull

Pooling resources to support
local digital transition

➢ Stimulating European digital
supply chain and standards
➢ Gigabit and 5G rollout linked to
use cases and enabling digital
capacities’ interconnection

Use case

Digital enablers and capacities
(Cloud, Data, HPC, AI,…)

5G infrastructure (Base Stations,
fibre backhaul, connected IoT)
Private vs Public/QoS slicing

CEF Grant
Blending

➢ Use cases to develop or improve
public services for a local
community …

Use Case

Technology-push

Use Case

Local digital transition plan

CEF Digital contribution

Examples of use cases:
➢ Healthcare: patient monitoring and
assistance at home
➢ Disaster prevention: geo-environmental
data, predictive modeling

➢ Immersive virtual education and smart
working environments
➢ Smart agriculture and precision farming

➢ Industry 4.0, manufacturing and logistics

Connectivity as an essential enabler
for the digital transition
❑ New EU Digital Decade policy targets: 1Gbps to all
households, 5G in all populated areas
❑ Connecting the “small”: IoT systems, towards a
“zero-distance society”
❑ Connecting the “large”: pan-European, crossborder backbones and 5G corridors
❑ Connectivity driven by innovative use-cases,
stimulus to EU digital supply, strategic autonomy

Thank You!

